
6th Grade, Pearl City Take-Home Packet List 
Sandy Scott 
MATH: 
Day 1: Lesson Quiz 1-7 WS, 1-5.  
 
Day 2: Addition of Fractions WS pg. 36--show all work on another sheet of paper. 
 *Find a common denominator, change the top #s as needed, then add. 
 *If the fraction portion is improper, turn it into a mixed # and add it to the 

 whole number. 
 Example, #1:    5 ½ = 5 6

3   
   + 3 ⅔ = 3 6

4   
       8  = 9 6

7
6
1  

 
Day 3: Subtraction of Mixed Numbers WS pg. 37 (back of Day 2’s sheet)--show work 
on another sheet of paper. 

*Find a common denominator, change the top #s as needed. 
*Make both fractions improper, subtract the two fractions, turn answer  
Into a mixed number, if needed. 
Example, #2:   8 ⅓   = 8  =  5

15 15
125  

-    2 ⅖    = 2  =  6
15 15

36  
  = 5 15
89

15
14   

OR 
*Find a common denominator, change the top #s as needed, then  
*Regroup the top mixed number and subtract: 

     8 ⅓   = 8  = 7 5
15 15

20  
-    2 ⅖    = 2  = 2  6

15
6
15  

5 15
14  

 
Day 4: Finding the Surface Area of a Cube (Front side of WS, 12 problems) 

*Find the area of ONE FACE of the cube--base x height or one edge x one edge 
*Multiply that number times six, since there are six identical faces on a cube. 
*Show all work--no calculator except to check answers. 
Example, #1: Area of one face: 4 x 4 = 16 

    Surface Area: 16 x 6 = 96 sq. in. 
 



Day 5: Surface Area-Rectangular Prism WS 1-9 (back of Day 4’s WS and page of  
black and white charts to use). Remember: add all 6 numbers OR 3 of them  
then multiply by 2. 
Example, #1:  

 #6 #1 #3 

#6  6 18 

#1 6  3 

#3 18 3  
         (6 + 18 + 3) = 27 x 2 = 54 square units 
 

Day 6: Review WS, Front only (First problem says “Represent this inequality on the 
number line.”)  
*Show all work when needed. 

 
Day 7: Back of Review WS from Day 6 (“For every 3 white milks sold…). 

*Show all work when needed. 
 
Day 8: Pearson Wkbk, Topic 5-4, pages 278 & 279 (a couple problems may already 

be done, but check over those, too). 
 
Day 9: Pearson Wkbk, Mid-Topic Checkpoint, page 281 
 
Day 10: Pearson Wkbk, Reviews of topics 5-1, 5-2, 5-3, 5-4, pages 324-325 
 
Day 11: Pearson Wkbk, Section 6-5, pages 365, #s 12-22 
 
Day 12: Pearson Wkbk, Crossword with dividing by 2-digit numbers, page 381 

Across A-T 
 
Day 13: Pearson Wkbk, Second half of Crossword, page 381, Down A-S 
 
Day 14: Pearson Wkbk, Section 7-6, pages 426-427, #s 5,6,8,10,11,13,14,16,17 

(make a chart like on the earlier HW for surface area of a rectangular 
prism) 

Day 15: Any unfinished work needs to be completed. 
 



READING:  
*Rotation Novel--last one--and the packet with character adjectives/proofs/explanation  

along with 12 vocabs/definitions/proofs/explanations. 
-Goal: One vocab a day, a chunk of reading each day. 
-Look for proofs for the character as you read & mark them or record them then. 

 
LANGUAGE:  
*Color Poem, fill-in-the-blank with parts of speech. 
*An Ode to Spring fill-in-the-blank poem with parts of speech. (split over a couple of days) 

*Rewrite the final copy in cursive on notebook paper--it’s a poem, not a paragraph,  
so it should be written one line at a time, no indenting. 

*What is Summer? Poem form (split over a few days) 
*Think of things you LOVE to do in the summer--you’ll need six ideas. 
Example of one stanza: 

Verb phrase: Sitting around a bonfire 
Adj,adj,adj: Cozy, Entertaining, Festive 

Adverb verb: Happily chatting 
Adverb verb: Chillingly storytelling 

Interrogative: Who doesn’t love a great bonfire? 
*WS: Help!!! Improve These Sentences!!! 

*Add specific verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs, patterns--no new sentences can  
contain “no-no” words like was/is/are/were/got/stuff. 

*Interview of a Family Member--Quotation Work 
*Ask a parent or sibling the questions on the sheet, writing down the EXACT  
answers--we’ll turn them into quotation practice when students return. Please  
make sure the person being interviewed answers in complete sentences. 
DISREGARD the questions about future career, junior high, and favorite graded 
subject (this was originally for students in the class to interview each other) 

 
SCIENCE: 
*Choose one article every other day from the National Geographic Magazines for a total of 
SIX articles. For each one, complete an inquiry sheet (six total inquiries), just like we  

did in class with the moving rocks story. There are nine articles to choose from, so 
choose six of them. 
*Remember: CLEVER opening (list or quote), 4 patterned sentences using your 
jotted facts, and a CLEVER closing. 

 
 
 



SOCIAL STUDIES: 
*Read through the “Facts About the Civil War” article and highlight the underlined  

vocabulary words.  
*On the notebook paper you already made, list the ten underlined words in 
the left-hand column, 5 on the front, 5 on the back. 
*In the right-hand column, write the definition/description of each word based on the 
text in the article--it doesn’t have to be in quotes, but it’s okay to copy the 
definitions/descriptions in each box. 

*Word Search--Based on the definitions of the underlined words in the above article, write 
each answer to the prompt in the box and then search for the answers in the  
puzzle. 
*NOTE-one of the answers, since it’s so long and two words, is in two places in the  
word search puzzle.  
*You may circle with pencil or use a highlighter.  

*Civil War Math WS (front and back--can be split over a couple days) 
*Solve each math problem to find the answer to the Civil War facts (show work 
when needed and write small--some problems are longer than others) 

*Jefferson Davis vs Abraham Lincoln Venn Diagram 
*read through the information about the two men from the Civil War. 
*write at least 5 items in each part of the Venn diagram to compare and contrast 
the two leaders. (For example, they were both born in Kentucky, so that would 
go in the center of the Venn, but Jefferson moved to Mississippi while Abraham 
moved to Indiana, so those would go on the outsides of the Venn). 
*We’ll be using this Venn in class to write a compare/contrast paragraph. 

*Illinois History Questions: Answer the questions about Illinois history using the article-- 
short answers only, no sentences. 

 
Bookmark--color for fun. :) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


